The whisker tactile system of rats presents a unique opportunity for investigating how sensory receptors generate signals through their interaction with the environment and how the brain makes sense of the afferent signals. Along with olfaction, whisker touch represents the major channel through which rodents collect information from the nearby environment. Whisker touch signals arise through an active process called ''whisking,'' a sweeping motion of the whiskers forward and backward to encounter objects and palpate them (Kleinfeld et al., 2006) . Among the many sensory capacities supported by whisker touch is the rapid and accurate judgment of the texture of a surface (Carvell and Simons, 1990; von Heimendahl et al., 2007; Ritt et al., 2008) .
How do whiskers interact with a textured object to prepare a meaningful message for the brain? To address this problem, in a recent edition of Neuron, Ritt et al. (2008) examined high-framerate video as the whiskers swept along a surface. The whiskers' trajectory was characterized by a jerky motion: the whisker tip or shaft tended to get fixed in place before bending and springing loose only to get stuck again. Beyond these ''stick and slip'' movements, also described by Arabzadeh et al. (2005) , the authors reported a second sort of motion referred to as microvibration. This occurred when mechanical energy transferred to the whisker by hitting, or being released from, the surface was dissipated through ringing at the resonance frequency (about 100-300 Hz) of the whisker. Vibrations of this sort had originally been predicted by Neimark (2001) and had been found subsequently in isolated whiskers pulled across textured surfaces (Andermann et al., 2004) .
There is clear evidence that intrinsic mechanics shape sensory transduction (see Figures 1D and Figure 1G of Hipp et al., 2006) ; understanding how this happens is crucial to understanding touch perception. Our concern is that Ritt and colleagues present whisker motion that may not necessarily contribute to the animal's sensation of texture. Rats were trained to touch a plate containing rough and smooth regions. They identified the contacted texture during a brief initial approach and, subsequently, made a head turn toward the reward port whose location was cued by the contacted texture (their Figure 3A) . The whisker movements illustrated in Figure 3B , and presumably those in the other analyzed films, were recorded during this head-sweep phase, about 150 ms after initial contact. In our observations (von Heimendahl et al., 2007) , the rats' head trajectory toward a reward location is the expression of a completed sensory decision, occurring only after critical texture information provided by the whisker signal has been integrated. It would have been more informative for Ritt and colleagues to focus on the whiskers exactly when the rat did so-during the initial contact phase, when it performed the discrimination.
Here, it appears that whisker motion was much slower, as indicated by the densely packed whisker traces on the left side of Figure 3A .
In the texture discrimination task reported by von Heimendahl et al. (2007), we studied neuronal activity in barrel cortex during the critical interval when the rat formed its percept of the stimulus. Texture-at least the difference between rough and smooth-was encoded in barrel cortex by a statistically significant difference in firing rate. On trials when the rat correctly identified the stimulus, the firing rate of cortical neurons was higher for rough than for smooth during a temporal window immediately preceding the instant of choice. This firing-rate code was reversed on error trials (lower for rough than for smooth). So the rat listened to its whiskers during these intervals and made its decision based upon the whisker-evoked activity in barrel cortex.
What were the whiskers telling the rat's brain? Intervals of whisker contact with the texture were brief-in a typical trial, the rat made one to three touches per whisker of 24-62 ms duration each; time from first contact to choice (taken as the beginning of head withdrawal) was 98-330 ms (interquartile ranges). Though we analyzed touch times rather than whisker kinetics, some relevant observations could be made. In a typical trial, like that illustrated in the original publication (http://biology. plosjournals.org/archive/1545-7885/5/11/ supinfo/10.1371_journal.pbio.0050305.sv001. wmv), rats did not make high-speed, longduration whisker sweeps. Rather, until the instant of choice, they whisked on the texture with a gentle palpation, while their head made small movements, if any at all. Only after the moment of choice, a rapid sideways and backward movement of the head followed.
In the original texture coding-by-resonance hypothesis (Neimark, 2001; Andermann et al., 2004) , the whisker pad was likened to the cochlea. Whisker motion across a given texture was thought to drive mechanical resonance specifically in those whiskers that, according to their length, possess the resonance frequency best matching the texture's input frequency. By the topographic projection from whisker to barrel (Woolsey and Van der Loos, 1970) , this would cause each texture to excite specific cortical columns. The cochlear hypothesis is not supported by the kinetics observed during brief epochs of whisking (Wolfe et al., 2008) , but there remain at least three possible interpretations for resonance-related microvibrations. First, they may play a role in texture sensation when there is a sustained, driving input with constant relative translation between the whisker and the surface. An example might be a rat running down a tunnel with textured walls-concrete versus metal. Second, microvibrations may have some function unrelated to the perception of texture. For example, they may amplify contact signals to enhance edge detection, as suggested by Hartmann et al. (2003) ; they may serve to maintain high-velocity input during prolonged contact, so that neuronal responsiveness in cortex does not diminish through adaptation (Arabzadeh et al., 2003; Maravall et al., 2007) ; when whiskers are free in the air, resonance-related microvibrations might even transduce sound waves (Shatz and Christensen, 2008 ). Third, they may have no perceptual significance whatsoever. Whiskers undergo high-frequency vibrations because they are tapered elastic beams and their resonance follows from mechanical principles. It cannot be excluded that resonance is an unhelpful but unavoidable consequence of the physical properties of whiskers. Indeed, at moments when resonance would add noise to the afferent signal, rats may suppress resonance-for example by increasing the damping (vibration absorption) in the follicle.
To find out which features of whisker kinetics are relevant to texture perception, more evidence is needed. Any candidate feature must occur in the short interval during which the animal forms its percept of texture, not just during the postdecision head sweep; it must vary according to texture during this critical interval; it must evoke neuronal activity that carries information about texture; those neuronal response features must influence the animal's percept.
In ''What the Frog's Eye Tells the Frog's Brain,' ' Lettvin et al. (1959) analyzed the receptive fields of ganglion cells to learn what message the retina sends to the brain. The ganglion cells did not merely transmit to the brain an ''accurate copy'' (p. 1950) of the optic patterns reaching the photoreceptors; instead, they had integrative properties that select and extract important events from the environment. In ''What the Rat's Vibrissa Tells the Rat's Brain,'' by analogy, Ritt et al. (2008) state that during texture discrimination ''resonance properties of the vibrissae impact the representation of sensory input, shaping those events that are likely to be most perceptually relevant'' (p.608). It is certain that whiskers have remarkably complex interactions with the air and with contacted objects. But before we can know what the rat's vibrissa tells the rat's brain, we must measure whisker kinetics when the brain is listening.
